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IPSIM-WHEAT (Injury Profile SIMulator), a hierarchical ,  
aggregative and qualitative model to predict wheat injury 
profile as a function of cropping practices, soil, climate and 
field environment.
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Hierarchical sub-tree to predict the severity of a single pe st without any interaction with other pests (screenshot of t he
DEXi software) .
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Overall output attributes of IPSIM: description of an IP (sc reenshot of the DEXi software) . For the sake of simplicity, only 3
pests are represented in this figure. The severity of a given pest is first calculated independently by IPSIM as if no other pest was
present. The aggregated severity of a given pest is then calculated by taking into account the combined effects of all other pests.
This is done by considering the theoretical effect of one pest on another according to five levels: high facilitation, low facilitation, no
effect, low reduction, high reduction.
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EXAMPLE OF IPSIM SUB-MODEL DEVELOPMENT WITH DEXI…

http://www-ai.ijs.si/MarkoBohanec/dexi.html
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Step 1: definition of the structure for the model
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Step 2: definition of the attribute scales
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Step 3: definition of the aggregating tables using international literature and expert knowledge
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Step 3: definition of the aggregating tables using international literature and expert knowledge
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Simulation examples



Use of PESTOBSERVER to design a simple model to rep resent the impact 
of the yearly weather on brown rust risk on wheat

Potential severity o f brown rust on wheat (DGAL, 1996-2010) Use of the climatic SAFRAN

database (MétéoFrance)

Development of simple weather-

based models (CART procedure

in this example)



Comment résumer les matrices de confusion ?

Précision

Weighted Cohen’s κ,

(Spitzer et al, 1967, 

derived from Cohen, 

1960) with:

Fleiss et Cohen (1973) showed that this criterion could be 

interpreted as the proportion of variability explained by the 

model (quadratic weights).

Assessment of the quality of prediction of IPSIM model s



Expert knowledge

Scientific and 
technical literature

Observations Experiments

Simulation modelsKnowledge
integration



�
- Lack of precision
- Subjectivity when defining 

aggregating tables
- No explicit representation of 

underlying mechanisms
- Static models
- Threshold effects when translating
quantitative input variables into
qualitative variables

- Lack of precision
- Combination of expert knowledge,

existing models and data
- Fair predictive quality considering that 

no calibration was performed
- Transparent
- Very easy to develop and to present
- Great for communicating and teaching
- Better vertical and horizontal 

integrations in IPM

☺




